
Response to the Law Commissions’ preliminary consultation on Automated Vehicles 

(Law Commission Consultation Paper 240; Scottish Law Commission Discussion Paper 166)  

 

Please note that this consultation response has been reproduced from information entered on the 

Citizen Space online portal.  

 

Any personal email addresses and phone numbers have been excluded from this document.  

 

Unanswered questions have been deleted from this document.  

 

 

What is your name?  

 

Paul Newark 

 

What is the name of your organisation? 

 

ADEPT - Rights of Way Managers Working Group 

https://www.adeptnet.org.uk/groups/rights-way-managers-group 

 

Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 

organisation?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options:  

- Personal response; 

- Response on behalf of your organisation; 

- Other.] 

 

Response on behalf of your organisation 

 

I am responding in my capacity of Chair of the Rights of Way managers Working Group 

of ADEPT. Consequently I am only able to provide responses to issues which would 

have an affect of the remit of the Working Group. We would welcome the opportunity 

to work with the Law Commission to research further the issues that have been raised 

as part of this consultation. 

 

CHAPTER 9: “MACHINE FACTORS” – ADAPTING ROAD RULES FOR ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE DECISION-MAKING 

 

Consultation Question 40 (Paragraphs 9.6 - 9.37): 

 

We seek views on whether it would be acceptable for a highly automated vehicle to be 

programmed never to mount the pavement.    

 

9.31 It is my understanding that s.34 RTA 1988 prohibits the driving without lawful 

authority on a footpath (a right of way on foot not adjacent to a carriageway) and does 

not apply to driving on a footway (commonly referred to as a pavement) as this is 

prohibited under s.72 Highways Act 1835. I refer you to House of Commons Library 

Briefing Paper “Pavement and on street parking in England” SN01170 10/02/2016 – 

Driving on pavement with intention to park (1.3) 



https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN01170#fullrepor

t  

 

Edging through pedestrians 

 

Consultation Question 42 (Paragraphs 9.49 - 9.55): 

 

We seek views on whether it would ever be acceptable for a highly automated vehicle 

to be programmed to “edge through” pedestrians, so that a pedestrian who does not 

move faces some chance of being injured. If so, what could be done to ensure that this 

is done only in appropriate circumstances? 

 

9.49 Edging through pedestrians – it is important to remain aware that trials of 

autonomous vehicles in other countries do not necessarily have the same legal system 

of rights for different types of traffic. There may be circumstances whereby vehicles 

should give way to pedestrians, predetermining that in all circumstances the automated 

vehicles would have the right of way to edge through pedestrians could result in legal 

difficulties. 

9.56 As referred to above, pedestrians have the same right to use the carriageway as 

motor vehicles. Programming autonomous vehicles to ignore these rights may result in 

legal difficulties. 

9.57 As autonomous vehicles would only realise their full potential if they are able to 

utilise the entire carriageway highway network, any “jaywalking” legislation would have 

to prohibit pedestrian use of every carriageway. As referred to above, there is a widely 

held acceptance of the benefits of walking and cycling and prohibiting the extent of the 

highway network that pedestrians could utilise will detrimentally affect the ability to 

provide safe and welcoming highways for pedestrians and cyclists. 

In additional, in rural locations, “jaywalking” laws will result in the severing of the PROW 

network as thousands of routes require users to either cross vehicular highways or 

continue along a vehicular highway until they can continue with a connecting PROW. 

As the vast majority of rural carriageway do not have footways, PROW users have to 

walk on the carriageway. 

 

Future work and next steps 

 

Consultation Question 46 (Paragraphs 9.91 - 9.93): 

 

Is there any other issue within our terms of reference which we should be considering 

in the course of this review?  

 

Limit of consultation 

1.12 Only applies to road vehicles – The scope of the review needs to be widened to 

also include mechanically propelled vehicles which are not permitted on carriageways 

but may be used on ‘private land’. This is because the national public right of way 

(PROW) network largely crosses land which is widely seen to be private, and these 

vehicles should also be covered by the same proposals due to the risk of them coming 

into contact with members of the public whilst using the PROW network, who will be 

typical vulnerable road users, either on foot, horse, bicycle, horse and carriage. 

7.59 The interpretation of section 34 RTA 1988 is not quite right. 

section 34 Road Traffic Act 1988 states: 



(1)Subject to the provisions of this section, if without lawful authority a person drives a 

mechanically propelled vehicle— 

(a)on to or upon any common land, moorland or land of any other description, not being 

land forming part of a road, or 

(b)on any road being a footpath, bridleway or restricted byway, he is guilty of an offence.  

There are three additional conditions which need to be taken into account: 

1. The prohibition applies to all land which is not part of a road. “land of any 

description” [s.34 1(a)] 

2. The prohibition does not apply to land within 15 yards of a road for the purposes 

of parking. [s.34 1(3)] 

3. The prohibition does not apply is the driver of the motor vehicles has lawful 

authority (e.g. permission of land owner, or a private right of way). [s.34 1] 

7.60 Geo-fencing of autonomous vehicles will require the vehicle to know if the driver 

has lawful authority. 

 


